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A: Because you never execute the line $('input[name="twitter"]').prop('checked', true); That's what
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happens when you bind the change event using.click() without a conditional, a bind will always fire. The
correct way to do it is $('input[name="twitter"]').prop('checked', true);

$('input[name="twitter"]').on('change', function() { $('input[name="twitter"]').prop('checked', true); }); //
Don't forget the semicolon But you don't really need the on() function here, this line will work just fine:
$('input[name="twitter"]').prop('checked', true); Q: Windows.NET runtime 32-bit and 64-bit on same

32-bit system I am trying to understand how to get a.NET application (in my case an app within Visual
Studio) to run in both 32-bit and 64-bit mode on a 64-bit operating system (Windows 7 x64), which also
happens to run a 32-bit.NET runtime. I installed VS2010 (32-bit) on a 64-bit Vista machine (which I've

since upgraded to Windows 7) and configured it to target the.NET framework 4.0, and I have also set the
target of the solution to x86 (for the same version as VS2010). What I am wondering is if it will make any
difference to the installation that my.NET framework is 32-bit (4.0) and my.NET runtime is 64-bit (4.5), or
if I can target the.NET framework 4.0 and.NET runtime 4.5 as a 64-bit version on my machine. I hope that

there is no driver or hardware issue that will prevent me from doing so, but my understanding is that
there is no way to create a x64 build of the.NET runtime. One advantage of having a 32-bit app target the

32-bit.NET runtime is that in Visual Studio 2008 SP1, you don't have to install the 32-bit version of
the.NET framework (since this is included with VS). However, in VS 2010, the 32-bit.NET framework is

also provided, so what advantage is there in compiling the app to target a 32-bit runtime? Or perhaps I
am 0cc13bf012

2020-09-06 20:34:53 Q: how to get the list of
registered domains in AD using powershell i
am working on domain registration task and
when i am doing this task with powershell, i

am having a lot of problem, i want the
following:- 1.Get the list of all registered

domains in Active directory. 2.Get the list of all
site collections in active directory. 3.Get the
list of all our resources (Applications, user
profiles, web sites ) 4.Get the list of all our
licenses 5.Get the list of all our computers.
6.Get the list of all our servers Can anyone
please help me to solve this issue? A: The

most relevant links I can think of: Web
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Application (SharePoint 2010) List Websites
Getting the list of all servers and workstations
Get-ADComputer Get-ADDomain Get-ADUser

A: the following was my powershell code:-
$secp=Get-SPManagedAccount $ResGrp=Get-

SPManagedGroup $SecObj=Get-SPSite
$SecObj=Get-SPSite -Identity $site

$SerObj=Get-ADComputer $SerObj=Get-
ADComputer -Filter "*" $AppObj=Get-
SPServiceApplication $AppObj=Get-

SPServiceApplication -Filter "*"
$UserprofObj=Get-SPUserProfile

$UserprofObj=Get-SPUserProfile -Identity
username $SessAppObj=Get-SPSessionState
Q: iPhone - Open links in Safari App I'm trying

to make it so that when the user clicks a link, it
opens up in the safari app and not in the app.

if ([S3Manager isPresent]) [[S3Manager
sharedManager] addSubview:someView]; else

[self.navigationController
pushViewController:someView animated:NO];

I'm currently using the if/else statement. Is
there a way to tell it to be like the Android
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version of the app where if it is open, it goes
there, else it goes to the home screen and the

app displays? A:
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YT-FCellL_CT_P2LUD9C Ищи исполняемый
exe, работает он на сайте. Кроме того,

такая комбинация не понравится маске во
всех браузерах, которые могут брать файл

и изначально переименовывать его. The
invention relates to an arrangement for

rotatably mounting a roll or roll package of
printing paper in a printing machine,
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comprising a sleeve on which a core shaft is
rotatably mounted, and bearings for

supporting the sleeve and a drive shaft having
bearings. The drive shaft is mounted so as to
be rotatable in a drive train mounted in the

machine, and the drive shaft comprises a drive
pinion which meshes with a drive gear

provided in the machine. The publication EP 0
056 669 shows such an arrangement. The
paper web is unwound from a roll, guided

around a roll package and guided through an
inking system for receiving printing ink. The
paper web or paper for the roll package is

guided around the roll package and through
the machine by a wrapping station comprising

a container in which the roll package is
mounted to be rotatable. The roll package is
rotatably mounted, with a drive shaft, in a

sleeve which is rotatably mounted in a drive
train of the machine. The drive shaft is

mounted so as to be rotatable in the drive
train and drives a drive gear mounted in the
machine. In that embodiment, it is assumed
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that the drive shaft, the sleeve and the sleeve
pinion are constructed as one piece. In a

further embodiment the sleeve and the sleeve
pinion are constructed separate from each

other. The sleeve and the sleeve pinion can be
fitted to the drive shaft in a non-positive way,

for example, by threading. The sleeve is
mounted in a drive train of the printing

machine
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